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ABSTRACT
The article presents the conceptual framework for preparing students for research activities in the context of competence-oriented engineering education that provide for a focus on the program-target education quality management system; incorporation of employers’ requirements to the preparation of technical university graduates for research activities and provisions of occupational standards. Inquiry-based learning has been considered the basis for the establishment of the innovative didactics of a technical university that enables implementation of the requirements of educational standards of competitive graduates. Content of the innovative didactics of the technical university presented as a functional model fosters the creative development of students, their research capabilities and functional research skills as universal ways of interaction with the outside world. The elaborated and experimentally tested functional model of the establishment of technical university students’ research competencies has been considered. This model provides for the creation of the development-promoting educational environment at the university in the course of theoretical, production and hands-on training, independent and research activities. These activities are performed using the elaborated practice-focused techniques, special-purpose forms and means of extracurricular activities; information technology, network educational resources; system of tasks, comprehensive, end-to-end research projects, interactive forms and methods; students’ self-testing and self-evaluation in the process of training.
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INTRODUCTION
Transition to innovative economy, information technology development, design and outspread of complex man-machine systems and social engineering have resulted in quality changes of engineering activities and turned them into a comprehensive drive of society’s technological transformation. This brings about a need for the competitive engineers willing to take an active part in innovative engineering processes, development of new ideas, settlement of research production tasks, able to think outside the box and make unconventional decisions oriented at future technologies [10]. Peculiarities of engineering activities that take into account special features of modern production bring about crucial changes in specialists’ activities and, thus, the concept of their training. The “Concept of the development of research and innovative activities at Russian universities” says that new skilled workers have to be oriented at future technology, study of problem situations and finding technically adequate solutions. Quality of engineers is one of the key factors behind the state’s competitive power, the basis for its technological and economic independence. According to the National Doctrine of Engineering Education of the Russian Federation [15], its main direction of development is the special arrangement of students’ work as part of comprehensive multidiscipline practice-oriented teams, engagement in active creative work, creation of practice-oriented modes of study, assurance of participation in research and educational activities.

Peculiarities of engineering activities, integration of a competence approach into engineering education, HE FSES (higher education federal state educational standards), adoption of occupational standards result in a brand new approach to students’ training at universities and bring about a need for an adaptive system that ensures graduates’ training in the context of occupational mobility and competitive power, their development as creative, social and humanistic personalities.

Study purpose: elaboration and introduction of the concept of preparing students for research activities in the context of competence-oriented engineering education.

Study methods
Theoretical (study, analysis and synthesis of educational, social, engineering, economic reference literature on the matter in hand; review of the study subject; educational process simulation; summation of study results); empirical (review of normative documents,
observation, interviews, testing, self-evaluation, review of documents, study of deliverables, educational design); experimental (educational experiment, methods of statistical analysis of results).

**Study results and their discussion**

The performance evaluation of the current system of students’ research training has shown that most students have a low level of research competence maturity. Review of findings has proved that students show no interest in research activities and know very little about the research element in engineer’s work.

Analysis of the scientific support of preparing technical university students for research activities has revealed a number of earlier elaborated concepts, models and technologies presented in thesis studies. Research motivation matters have been examined in the papers by O.O. Nenasheva [13], A.L. Mazaletskaya [12] that have proven the efficiency of the cross-curriculum integration of scientific knowledge in project research activities; assurance of the emotional and value component; fostering student’s stable focus on scientific knowledge. I.Yu. Danilova [9] has established that research motivation promotes the atmosphere that encourages independent search for solutions to problems; comfortable psychological situation and research drive.

Some researchers (E.A. Grebennikova [5], A.A. Gubaidullin [7], M.A. Osintseva [16], I.A. Tkacheva [21]) have studied possibilities of preparing students for research activities by using research knowledge, turning it into problems; encouraging out-of-the-box approaches and solutions; using computer technology. N.I. Naumkin [14] has studied preparation for research activities in terms of immersion into engineering creativity (training in the environment of academic competitions); use of knowledge to solve research problems, experimental vocationally-orientated tasks, course design.

According to I.A. Yanyuk [24], technical university students’ research competence may be effectively promoted by fostering a favorable environment at the university so that students could perceive the professional activity model and find their professional identity. D.R. Salyamova [18] who has studied the matters of raising research performance has concluded that a special focus should be on the development of co-operation between the state, scientific circles and academies, promoting conditions for the attraction and retention of highly-qualified staff at universities.

Authors [14; 19] of studies of the establishment of research skills have revealed the required conditions: teaching process saturation with creative situations, its creative arrangement; introduction of research activity elements; transition from reproductive to productive
activities.

Some researchers [6; 14; 20] studied the capabilities of the competence approach in the course of preparing for research activities. They have found out that students’ readiness for educational and research activities is possible subject to introduction of special courses, promotion of incentives for research activities, use of active methods, information technologies; modular learning.

Review of the works has shown that the researchers focus on important aspects of the preparation for research activities and pay special attention to the content of engineering education, technology component of generating the research competence in students. However, the existing works do not adequately reflect the conceptual idea of preparing students for research activities, which requires special organizational measures and has a significant potential to improve the quality of vocational education. Research activities are not (and may not be) considered as the basis for the development of general cultural and professional competencies for the implementation of the requirements of HE FSES. Thus, preparation for research activities has not been studied in terms of the basis for building innovative didactics of the technical university. The researchers have ignored changes in the education quality management system, promotion of the development-promoting educational environment of the university. No close relationship between the university and employers and their participation in preparing students for research activities has been identified.

We have revealed the modern production trends caused by the retransformation of the industrial society into post-industrial: changes in functional and value orientations of labor; integration processes in production and modern science; informational support of human activities, intellectualization of production. The trends interact and make up a complex dynamic set of requirements that form the image of a specialist capable of full-fledged personal and professional self-actualization.

Historical analysis of the problem of preparing students for research activities has shown that the knowledge-based approach, which is still used at technical universities and which is oriented at mastering currently used technologies and state of the art implemented in conventional subject-centered forms does not meet the requirements of the post-industrial society. Training of the modern engineers capable of generating ideas, ready for research activities and able to ensure innovative breakthroughs in hi-tech industries shall be based on the cross- and multidisciplinary principle [23, p. 13]. Engineering education in Russia is at the stage of development when preparation for research activities requires justified improvement of the learning process in the technical university.
Expert poll of employers (JSC Surgutneftegaz, JSC Gazprom Neft, Schlumberger, Baker Hughes, CJSC LUKOIL, LLC Gazprom Transgaz Surgut, LLC Gazprom Pererabotka, LLC NOVATEK, etc. – a total of 128 executives) conducted with an aim to study their satisfaction with the quality of graduates’ training has enabled identification of the main requirements to preparation for research activities of the technical university graduate. They include: ability to study technical devices, technology and processes in order to upgrade and improve plant performance; ability to process information for the purposes of analysis and evaluation of production conditions, diagnosis, process control, taking corrective measures in case of deviation from set-up parameters; ability to make the best decisions in emergency, analyze them; ability to settle research tasks in normal and abnormal situations; assess emerging risks, make decisions subject to the set of production factors; ability to use mathematical tools, application software products, facilities, network resources; activity in teamwork when developing the projects oriented at the improvement of performance indicators; adequate activity analysis; self-testing, activity in professional self-development, self-improvement and self-affirmation [2, p. 76].

Study of the foreign experience [25; 26; 27; 28; 29; 31; 32] has enabled identification of a number of the provisions that are expedient to be considered when preparing students of the technical university for research activities: addition of the special disciplines targeted at the preparation for research activities into the curriculum; stepwise introduction of methods to settle research tasks, use of heuristic approaches, idea generation methods; development of industrial engineering skills, aesthetical development of students; implementation of group and individual research projects as part of involvement of students in research activities; close co-operation with production enterprises; replacement of competitiveness with co-operation; free access to information resources and software; maintenance of portfolio, ethical upbringing.

HE FSES as the means of innovative transformation of engineering education promotes its focus on students, determines obligatory elements of preparing technical university students for research activities. However, we have determined a number of the provisions ignored in the standards, but required to obtain competitive graduates: compulsory conformity of HE FSES to occupational standards; accounting of integrative processes; addition of the special courses oriented at the implementation of projects, end-to-end research tasks; work with basic enterprises, entering into contracts for students’ target preparation; introduction into the learning process of the virtual laboratory research that ensures access to unique and closed processes; technology, equipment. We have also found out that the competencies provided in
HE FSES do not suffice to promote the students’ research competence, due to which it has been proposed to expand their set with special competencies: insight into the essence and meaning of research activities in the general structure of engineering activities, its importance for professional self-actualization with regard to aesthetical and ethical standards; having a system of research value benchmarks, motivation for research; ability to make effective use of generalized target bases of research activities during interdisciplinary research; creativity in engineering based on own self-consciousness [2, p. 25].

Analysis of occupational standards of the engineering activity structure; set of general cultural and professional competencies has revealed that the research nature shows itself as the leading component of engineer’s activities, labor functions identified in combination with required skills have a research component (focus) and determine the need for preparing technical university students for research activities.

We view engineer’s research activities as the process of dedicated and active human interaction with a real or simulated object targeted at the new knowledge acquisition in line with intellectual needs of the person and society.

Based on existing scientific provisions on the activity structure [8; 11; 17] and considering components of an ideal model of a psychological activity system [22] that allows to reduce various activity forms to a certain abstract model that reflects the components common to any type of activity and their connections, the following components of engineer’s research activities have been identified: object (production processes, technology, technical elements, etc.), subject (properties of technical objects under study and new knowledge acquisition process), causes (demand for self-actualization and self-improvement, cognition drive, responsibility for the result, need for recognition and self-affirmation, material wealth drive), objective (improvement of production technical and economic indicators, assurance of its continuity), actions (organizational, operational, control and judgmental), result (elimination of technical failures, faults, improvement of production technical and economic indicators, introduction of new technology, technical innovations, inventions).

Determination of the engineer’s research activity structure permits to give special priority to the didactics of settling research tasks. As a result of the review of FSES, occupational standards, we have identified the following main research tasks subject to employers’ requirements:

1. review of information on operation of technical devices and process flow;
2. conduct of experimental studies of objects (technical devices and processes) choosing the best methods;
3. statistical processing of experimental results, preparation of reports (description of studies conducted, data preparation for making up reports, overviews and other documents);

4. original data collection and submission for object model building (based on fundamental science achievements); design documentation related to the improvement of processes, technology, equipment; identification of the methods to eliminate (prevent) negative effects;

5. process design calculations, assessment of various impacts on production processes (using application software products); assessment of economic benefit of decisions made;

6. presentation of results as design, technology, detail documents; participation in the preparation of design and research solutions.

We view the problem of developing the technical university students’ research competence from the perspective of the competence approach, which interacts with conventional approaches (axiological, value-motivational, synergetic, integrative, pragmatist, contextual) thus being strategic and introducing fundamental changes to the learning process that are expressed in an enhanced practical and instrumental focus of engineering education.

Thus, there is an evident need and good timing for the creation and introduction of the holistic concept of preparing technical university students for research activities in the context of competence-oriented engineering education that defines inquiry-based learning as the basis for building innovative didactics of the technical university as part of the developing national system of qualifications that enables implementation of the requirements of HE FSES to the establishment of a set of professional, special and general cultural competencies.

In the concept, we use the program-target education quality management system at universities, which allows to: set socially justified and realistic goals, namely, development of the students’ research competence; set up a task group (representatives of universities, basic enterprises); elaborate the research training program that presents stages of the process of development of the students’ research competence, technology and methods in use, possibility to control and adjust innovations, stepwise monitoring of results; guarantee required support: personnel, material and technical, information, methodological, etc. Shift to the program-target education quality management system has contributed to the establishment of the development-promoting educational environment at the university targeted at the development of the students’ research competence in the course of theoretical, production and hands-on training, independent and research activities.

We view the development-promoting educational environment as the competence-oriented space that fosters the conditions targeted at the assurance of optimal parameters of technical
university educational activities in the course of preparing students for research activities, namely, assurance of the target, conceptual, operational, resultative and resource aspects.

The development-promoting educational environment of the technical university comprises the following structural components (Figure 1): space-subject component (architectural and aesthetic organization of the educational process; symbolic space (university’s marks and traditions, etc.)); conceptual component (functional model as the content of the concept); organizational component: staff resources, managerial resources, communications (partnership relations between the teacher and students based on the adoption of common objectives; harmonization of interests of all educational process participants: management, task group, teachers, students, representatives of enterprises; promotion of the productive activity atmosphere), organizational conditions. Staff resources provide for setting up of a team of like-minded fellows pursuing a common objective by way of coordinating activities of structural units of the university (chair, practical training department, training directorate) and individual teachers; advanced vocational training of university employees.

![Fig.1. Structure of the university’s development-promoting educational environment](image)

The information component provides for networking, use of network educational resources, implementation of Educon electronic system of learning process support intended to foster the development of the infrastructure of the common educational information space. The arrangement of the technical university’s development-promoting educational environment comprised several steps: 1. encouraging students to prepare for research activities; 2. arrangement of the interaction and synergy of all the subjects sharing the environment.
space; 3. arrangement of students’ self-regulation.

Establishment of the development-promoting educational environment in the technical university is an essential condition to settle the task of the creation of innovative didactics of the technical university targeted at preparing students for research activities subject to employers’ requirements to the training level of the graduates that have an individual and productive style of engineering activities. This ensures the following:

- arrangement of the interaction and synergy of all the subjects sharing the environment space (university teachers, employees, representatives of basic enterprises, students);

- teaching and research integration at all stages of the educational process;

- transformation of the education content, development of new and improvement of existing methodological support; review of organizational and technology fundamentals of the educational process (elaboration of practice-oriented methods, special forms and means of extracurricular activities; information technology; systems of buildings, projects, conventional and interactive forms and methods);

- establishment of the system of partnership with universities, research organizations, enterprises. The “resource model” of the network form of the educational program implementation is used, according to which integrated co-operation agreements are made with basic enterprises. This enables the well-aimed allocation of graduates, involvement of enterprise representatives in the student training process (elaboration and adjustment of the main educational programs; practice programs, pool of evaluation tools, research tasks, participation in the defense of research works, term projects, student’s research); practical training; field laboratory and practical works; teachers’ traineeship teacher; monitoring of demand for graduates, analysis of their performance, etc.);

- students’ self-regulation, self-generation (assurance of students’ personal and professional development, involvement in the education quality co-management subject to their self-organization in the course of creativity promotion (increased share of independent work, abandonment of reproductive methods) [4, p. 60].

The concept is of interdisciplinary nature being a part of the integral content of occupational training and basis of the process for the promotion of the students’ research competence. The structure of preparing technical university students for research activities is provided in figure 2.
Fig. 2. Structure of preparing technical university students for research activities

The following principles are basic for the concept implementation: program-target approach to management – systematic monitoring of students’ readiness for research activities; establishment of the university’s development-promoting educational environment that provides for the motivation, co-operation and synergy of all the subjects sharing the environment space; learning and research integration at all stages of educational process; transformation of the engineering education content, development of practice-oriented methods, special forms and means of students’ activities; consideration of employers’ requirements and occupational standards based on the system of partnership with base enterprises; students’ involvement in the education quality co-management subject to their self-organization in the course of inquiry-based learning; criteria and diagnostic ability of results.

The concept content is implemented in the functional model of preparing students for research activities, which forms the basis of the innovative didactics of the technical university that comprises: target; motivational, conceptual; operational and pragmatist; control-result components (Figure 2).
Fig. 3. Functional model of preparing technical university students for research activities (RA) [3, p. 174].
When the conceptual component was elaborated:

- education content was structured;
- cross- and intersubject integration of disciplines (“Physics” and “Electrical Engineering”; “Electrical Engineering”; and “Oil and Gas Equipment”; “Engineering Mechanics” and “Resistance of Materials”; “Geology” and “Oil/Gas Field Development”, “Petrophysics”, etc.) was ensured. This brought together teachers of different subject units, helped approve the content of working programs, lectures, laboratory and practical works;
- the sequence and methods of solution of research tasks and end-to-end research assignments were coordinated. Students mastered research activity techniques in a gradual and orderly manner, gained individual research experience, mastered the target basis of actions. Educational guidance provided for the arrangement of communication, pragmatist cooperation, students’ educational support, mindset instilling stable motivation for research activities was created;
- possibilities offered in the disciplines of the basic part of the curriculum were defined and possible changes were made into their content (special practical courses “Methods of Solution of Engineer’s Non-Standard Research Tasks”, “Research Culture”, “Mathematical Statistics Methods in Engineering Research”, “Creation in the Engineer’s Occupation”, “Heuristic Research Methods”, etc. were introduced);
- changes were introduced to the variable part of the curriculum, the following special courses were elaborated: “Research Method Fundamentals”, “Professional Self-Determination”, “Bases of Engineer’s Research Activities” that, in addition to basic disciplines, contributed to a shift of focus to the learning process as a process of productive cognition and mastering research actions;
- tasks (elaborated jointly with enterprise representatives) targeted at the solution of practical production problems were included in the practical training; methodological support was elaborated;
- working programs were modified as per HE FSES; content of the competencies to be generated was specified; intersubject communications were analyzed; list of laboratory, practical, independent works with their procedures (with a focus on active and interactive methods) were described in detail, competencies were determined; ratings were presented.

The content was determined with regard to employers’ requirements, occupational standards of preparing students for research activities; main occupational educational programs were jointly elaborated and adjusted; tasks as part of classroom and extracurricular activities were compiled.
The system of motivators contributed to the conscious adoption and implementation of research activity objectives, harmonization of interests of educational process participants; establishment of partnership relations between the teacher and students based on the adoption of common objectives. Attention was given to the understanding of the research activity experience (post-practical training group discussions, meetings with enterprise executives, role and business games, project implementation, etc. with a focus on the social and personal meaning, activity objectives and results) specially arranged as part of the learning process in order to get students engaged in self-cognition, self-observation, self- and peer evaluation.

We have used the modular learning process building scheme that provides for the study of the discipline material in the course of learning and research activities, rating control (rating indicators). This helped students master general principles of building concepts and conclusions, make abstract generalizations, encouraged independence, ensured self-paced module mastering.

The use of interactive technologies contributes to the promotion of students’ cognitive and research activities and ensures a high problematic level. The following forms are used: discussions (dialogue, discussion, case study, etc.); games: (didactic, creative games, including business (managerial), role, organizational and pragmatist games); trainings; interactive pragmatist (“collision of ideas”, “expansion of sentences”, “coming close to real engineering activities”, “tampering method”). Students’ creativity is promoted through gaining new experience from its theoretical understanding by way of the application of problems in the solution process. The most effective are problem-based lectures (visualization lecture, two-men lecture, lecture with intended errors), inversion and analytical type lectures, dispute lectures.

The possibility to present the material as a problem is used when analyzing various concepts for the solution of the same problem, when considering different approaches to a particular research problem; when reasons for a gap between the production theory and practice are identified; when students’ theoretical knowledge is coupled with its application conditions in actual production or in non-standard conditions, etc.

The students’ research competence is promoted by the work methods that come closer to actual research activities and that imitate actual professional situations. Laboratory and practical works are performed based on the principle of co-creativity, joint research activities of students and teachers; classes are built by the context type [1]. Students can feel that the tasks performed are getting increasingly complicated (tasks of levels 1, 2, 3 that have different rating scores are proposed), and have positive emotions from their success experience.
Initially, laboratory works are performed using the ready reference maps that specify task techniques (Material Science, Geology, Engineering Mechanics, etc.). At the next stage, students are offered partially filled reference maps. They complete the work on their own and present results (Oil and Gas Chemistry, Operations Geology, Electrical Engineering, etc.). As the work with reference maps progresses, their content becomes collapsed and students independently search for the required information (Petrophysics, Drilling Complications and Accidents, Oil Field Fluid Mechanics, Enhanced Oil Recovery, etc.). This arrangement of classes contributes to the promotion of the generalized arrangement of research activities in students.

The research competence is also promoted by field and virtual laboratory and practical works at production bases of basic enterprises. The elaboration and use of virtual works, presentations, tours improve the teaching process performance thanks to the enhanced virtual presence at enterprises, laboratories, unique process showcases, remote observation of as-is flowing processes. When laboratory and practical tasks are performed, students develop research skills, which is also driven by the use of capabilities of networking with representatives of basic enterprises; electronic (network) educational resources that allow to observe the processes under study, hypothesize, collect data for study, simulate objects and processes, find the best solutions. The model uses Educon electronic system of learning process support (creation and placement of electronic teaching materials, virtual laboratory and practical works; presentations, task systems for classroom and extracurricular activities, students’ evaluation (self-testing, control or evaluation control); access to professionally relevant information (lectures, presentations), electronic library systems, public educational resources; possibility of communication between teachers and students (consultations, reviews).

A special focus is on the task system. Classroom (laboratory and practical works), extracurricular (field laboratory works, independent work) activities, networking are envisaged for the task execution. Attention is also given to the didactics of the solution of research tasks with task assignment and assessment of given conditions; definition of result requirements; research planning (search for ideas), selection of research methods and determination of the structure of actions, verification of results, their evaluation [30]. Students’ research actions are formed by proposing tasks of various types that get increasingly complicated. There is a possibility of each student’s involvement in the active cognitive research process, practical application of the knowledge obtained and clear understanding of where, how and for what objectives it may be used, which generates their
pragmatist position. Tasks are classified by the nature of cognitive activities: unit 1 – information receptive; unit 2 – base projective; unit 3 – project-empirical; unit 4 – research.

Project implementation is one of the most effective tools of the research competence development. Projects of the initial (basic) level are used as part of project activities during years 1-2 of study. These projects help master the basic knowledge and develop general cultural and professional competencies.

The enhanced project level (students’ research, term projects, graduation thesis (GT)) requires information and new data search, analysis and arrangement, longer time for preparation; thus, they are conducted on an extracurricular basis. To implement such projects, *action groups* (in line with the chair specialization) are set at chairs. Results of creative task performance and project implementation are summed up at conferences, workshops, round-table discussions together with representatives of basic enterprises. It is important to use comprehensive research projects, end-to-end research tasks when preparing theses and GT (paper topics are tied in with chair research directions and demands of a particular production site). GT accumulates the research experience gained by students, which affects its performance quality.

Novelty in arranging all types of practical training is ensured by the research nature of students’ activities; task individualization, focus on the solution of problems of a particular production site; use of end-to-end tasks; joint development and coordination of tasks, practical training programs with enterprise representatives; public defense of practical training reports, discussion of results.

Practical training is conducted using the tasks targeted at the solution of actual production problems, which helps students master research methods. The practical training arrangement (year 1) provides for students’ mastering of empirical research methods (observation, interview, summing up results, record keeping, etc.); analysis and comparison operations. The first production training (year 2) comprises as follows: study of the research engineering experience of enterprise employees, elaboration and implementation of measures to implement the practical training program, solution of actual research tasks. The second production practice (year 3) provides for the students’ specially arranged work with the research subject, which enables the shift to the performance of research tasks in the production environment.

We have proved that there may not be a single level of the students’ research competence development, which is explained by different capabilities, individual peculiarities and levels of training. This requires an individual approach; the most talented students are assigned
consultants and “individual pathways” are elaborated. Students take an active part in the elaboration of group and individual projects, contests and conferences [30].

An important moment is the creation of a portfolio comprising works that represent the history of student’s development through the presentation of various activity results, which is his/her self-presentation tool and which fosters self-organization, self-development and self-consciousness.

The control-result component provides for teacher’s control over the process of the students’ research competence development and its correction if required as well as students’ self-testing. Self-testing functions get stronger, students become more conscious and willed and their research activities get more meaningful. Control is exercised using the following methods: testing (Educon system), polling, audit, defense of tasks and projects, regular observation of students’ activities. The following is ensured for the effective self-analysis, self-testing and self-evaluation of the process and results of research activities by students: review of research activity performance criteria; control and self-testing methods and techniques (polling, testing, ranking, self-evaluation, observation); development of own action analysis and evaluation skills; access to rating figures. The model control and evaluation has the following peculiarities: variety of forms of intermediate and current control (Educon system); student’s choice of a final report form based on activity results; use of educational diagnosis that helps predict possible deviations and make corrections.

We have identified the following components of readiness for research activities: cognitive, personal, pragmatist that we use as criteria to evaluate technical university students’ readiness for research activities.

Cognitive – defines the level of insight into the conceptual framework, ability to use the theoretical foundation obtained in the course of research activities.

Personal – motives and value system of a personality, students’ self-consciousness in the course of research activities.

Pragmatist – defines the level of mastering research methods and ability to use mastered methods and knowledge accumulated in practice.

All the readiness criteria are assessed by a four-level scale. The high level comprises the top level typical of the most talented students. Combined evaluation helped consider maturity variation of each criterion.

Functional model integration performance evaluation is monitored by changes in the maturity of the students’ research competence level (Table 1). A total of 1,520 persons were engaged in experimental activities, including 1,390 students and 130 teachers.
Table 1. Research competence development changes, %

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personal component</th>
<th>Motivational</th>
<th>2012-2013 ac. y</th>
<th>2013-2014 ac. y</th>
<th>2014-2015 ac. y</th>
<th>2015-2016 ac. y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reflexive</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive element</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pragmatist component</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Changes in experimental groups are stable for all the components. Positive developments in control groups mean that the level of students’ readiness for research activity improves with the accumulation of experience in learning and research activities as part of conventional teaching, but the process is not active enough. The model performance was also acknowledged in the course of benchmarking of performance results of the graduates of the
year 2016 (experimental groups) and performance results of the graduates of the year 2012 (Table 2).

Table 2. Level of graduates’ research competence, %

| Levels  | personal |  | cognitive |  | pragmatist |  |
| Top     | 1        | 3 | 1     | 3   | 1     | 3   |  |
| High    | 4        | 45 | 12    | 50  | 4     | 49  |  |
| Medium  | 16       | 40 | 36    | 40  | 36    | 40  |  |
| Low     | 66       | 10 | 47    | 7   | 47    | 7   |  |
| Zero    | 13       | 2  | 4     | 0   | 12    | 1   |  |

\[ \chi^2 = 121, 69.7, 100.8 \]

Results have been verified by way of a statistical analysis-based check using mathematical statistics criteria: Peirce chi-square. With the implementation of the functional model, the students from experimental groups have revealed statistically significant considerable changes in the maturity level of all research competence components.

**CONCLUSION**

The modern stage of engineering education development is characterized by the predominance of the problem of research training of technical university students that requires rethinking of engineering education tasks and objectives and establishment of the conceptual framework of educational activity at technical universities.

Results of the experiments conducted to approve the key points of the concept implemented through the functional model have confirmed the assumption, according to which its integration contributes to the research competence development in technical university students, their creative development, motivation, value-based attitude to research, willingness to take an active part in innovative engineering processes, ability to develop new ideas, solve research production tasks and make out-of-the-box decisions.

*The theoretical relevance of the study lies in the following facts:

- Theory and methodology of vocational education have been enriched with insights into the essence of the process of students’ research readiness development in the context of competence-oriented education as the basis for engineering training that enables the
development of general cultural, professional and a number of special competencies for training the specialists that have individual and productive style of engineering activities;

- conceptual framework for preparing students for research activities in the context of competence-oriented engineering education has been elaborated; this framework provides for a focus on the program-target education quality management system; incorporation of employers’ requirements to the preparation of technical university graduates for research activities and provisions of occupational standards; definition of inquiry-based learning as the basis for building innovative didactics of the technical university that enables implementation of the requirements of HE FSES to the development of competitive graduates;

- content of the innovative didactics of the technical university presented as a functional model has been determined; this model fosters the creative development of students, their research capabilities and functional research skills as universal ways of interaction with the outside world.

- the functional model of preparing technical university students’ for research activities has been elaborated and experimentally tested. This model provides for the creation of the development-promoting educational environment at the university intended to ensure readiness for research activities in the course of theoretical, production and hands-on training, independent and research activities performed using: elaborated practice-focused techniques, special-purpose forms and means of extracurricular activities; information technology, network educational resources; system of tasks, comprehensive, end-to-end research projects, interactive forms and methods; students’ self-testing and self-evaluation in the process of training;

Thus, the work develops the theory of vocational education, in particular, as related to students’ professional preparation for research activities and consideration of engineers’ training in terms of the competence paradigm. The work examines the idea of the modern engineer’s professional self-actualization.

The practical relevance of the study lies in the following facts:

- the concept of preparing technical university students for research activities that meets modern society and production development requirements brought by the author to the level of state-of-the-practice may be used in the arrangement of the teaching process at technical universities to improve the quality of engineering education;
- the elaborated and approved mode of preparing technical university students for research activities may be applied in basic and extended engineering education in order to improve the competition of graduates;
- recommendations as to the arrangement of preparing students for research activities for the teaching staff of technical universities may be used in the advanced training system of technical university teachers.
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